Intermediate Dialogues – “Vinegar”

Hadil: I need the vinegar to make the salad dressing before our dinner guests arrive.

Faris: Sorry, I can’t hear you. I’m outside washing windows.

Hadil: I need to find the vinegar so I can make the salad dressing.

Faris: Speak louder! I’m outside washing the windows!

Hadil: I’m looking for the spray bottle with vinegar in it! Have you seen it!?

Faris: Yes, I am using it to wash the windows!

Hadil: You are using it to wash the windows!?

Faris: What!?

Hadil: You are using my vinegar to wash the windows!?

Faris: Yes! Do you want to use my window cleaner to make the salad dressing?

Questions:

1) What does Hadil want to do?
   A. Make the salad dressing
   B. Find the vinegar
   C. Wash the windows
   D. A and B

2) What is Faris doing?
   A. Making salad
   B. Getting dressed
   C. Cooking dinner
   D. Washing windows

Vocabulary:

1) Dinner guests are…
   A. food that is delivered to your house.
   B. visitors who come to eat dinner.
   C. homeless strangers.
   D. family members who stay at your house for a few days.

2) Salad dressing is a…
   A. spices that makes food taste better.
   B. liquid to make salad taste better.
   C. salad made of lettuce and spices.
   D. salad made of fruit and vegetables.